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the settings tab includes options for applying filters and overlays, trimming, cropping, and the usual
video sizes. as with the import tab, you can select one or multiple clips, the duration, and resolution.

"retouch" lets you move objects like faces, and "add align" lets you align clips by moving them to
the same frame. i found filmora to be easier to navigate than imovie, though it doesnt have the

extensive set of templates that its professional sibling apple video offers. filmora does add a few of
its own templates, but the feature is buried under the edit menu. the templates are divided into two

tabs under the file menu, with one tab containing the templates and the other my library. the
settings tab includes options for applying filters and overlays, trimming, cropping, and the usual

video sizes. as with the import tab, you can select one or multiple clips, the duration, and resolution.
you can trim any segment into a specific duration, and the quality of the resulting clip remains
unaffected. you can also crop a specific segment to its exact size, or make it square, circle, or

anything else you can imagine. cropping, denoise and trimming are available for all video formats.
with automatic crop, you can also rotate your videos freely and get a professional result. in this

version of filmora, you can even add a title for your video. you can also use a variety of titles and
font styles. you can also choose from ten transition effects, and insert effects like video split, text in
video, video fade, and slow motion. you can also use filters, motion effects, remove watermark and

export to almost any format.
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Filmora is a video editing app for people who
need to publish video on the Internet. It's just

what you want if you're thinking of making
home videos, sharing videos on the Internet
with friends and family, or even producing

video-on-demand. You can't say the same for
Apple iMovie or Adobe Premiere Elements.

Filmora enables you to edit videos up to 4 GBs
on your Mac or PC with the 4 GB limit in

Windows included. If you want more, you can
upgrade to Wondershare Filmora 10, for

$29.99. Existing Filmora owners can upgrade
for $9.99. But when you exceed the 4 GB

limit, you'll have to upgrade. Wondershare
Filmora is not only a video editing app, but

also a brand new video editor. It can help you
retouch videos, add stylish titles, apply filter
effects, change video formats and even burn
videos to DVD discs. These are all great video
editing features, but wonder why does it cost
$49.99? It's because it's a video editor, not a
video creator. Filmora works with over 300
popular video formats, including MP4, MOV,
MKV, MTS, AVI, MP3, FLV, H.264, H.265 and

WMV. Many of the videos from popular video
sharing sites such as Google Plus, Facebook,

Vimeo and Dailymotion can be exported.
Filmora's Music section includes 172
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background music tracks. By default, it will
automatically choose the best available file

formats for videos on the computer. However,
you can always choose a specific format to
save your videos. Filmora is a standalone

video editing app that lets you retouch videos,
add stylish titles, apply filter effects, change
video formats and even burn videos to DVD

discs. These are all great video editing
features, but wonder why does it cost $49.99?

It's because it's a video editor, not a video
creator. 5ec8ef588b
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